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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The invention relates to an integrated magnetic component for a power converter including N >= 2 LLC converters
configured for interleaved operation. The integrated magnetic component includes a first yoke and a second yoke and
for each LLC converter a winding carrying leg which comprises a primary winding and a secondary winding, wherein
the primary winding and the secondary winding are wound on the respective winding carrying leg. The integrated magnetic
component further includes one or more return legs. Herein the winding carrying legs and the one or more return legs
are arranged side by side, each leg being magnetically connected to both yokes and the winding carrying legs include
a transformer air gap whereas the at least one return leg is air gap free.
[0002] The invention further relates to a power converter including a switching converter stage, a rectifier stage and
a resonant stage, the resonant stage including N >=2 parallel LLC converters.

Background Art

[0003] Switched mode power supplies as main part of telecom and commercial systems often dictate their size and
electrical performance as well as reliability and costs. As requirements for the key characteristics power density and
efficiency of power converters increase, the demands of these evaluation characteristics increase for inductive compo-
nents particularly. One approach of increasing the power density and the efficiency is to integrate inductive components.
Transformers and inductors can be integrated into a single magnetic structure which than reduces cost, increases power
density and power efficiency.
[0004] A circuit where integrated magnetics are strongly recommended is the LLC resonant converter, which is capable
of yielding high efficiency and high-quality EMI while operating at high switching frequency. Resonant converters, in
particular LLC resonant converters, have a growing popularity due to their high efficiency, low level of EMI emissions,
and ability to achieve high power density. Further advantages are small size, light weight and high efficiency.
[0005] Moreover, the interleaving method, i.e. combining multiple single LLC resonant converters, in particular in
parallel connections, is commonly used in modern power supply designs to increase the maximum output power per
unit, to spread power losses, to apply phase shedding in light load operation and to decrease the size of input and output
filters. Additional measures such as active current sharing control are usually necessary for interleaved converters to
balance the load among the single converters.
[0006] By interleaving two LLC converters volume of bulky components can be reduced and better current distribution
can be achieved. Also, due to current ripple cancellation effect, volumes of input and output filters can be reduced
substantially. Arrangement with interleaved LLC converters are for instance disclosed by US8564976 and US
2014/0009985 A1. An LLC converter uses three magnetic components: a series resonant inductor, a parallel resonant
inductor, a two- winding or three- winding transformer. When two LLC converters are interleaved that number of magnetic
components doubles. This converter results, additionally to the number of discrete magnetic components which yield
higher size and costs, in at least six windings and several interconnections which negatively impact the efficiency.
[0007] In recent years some efforts were done to integrate all three magnetic components into a single component
for LLC resonant converter. US 2008/0224809 discloses an arrangement where the parallel resonant choke is integrated
in the transformer by introducing an air gap in the transformer which set the magnetizing inductance. An integrated
magnetic structure, with transformer and series resonant integrated, helps to increase power density as well as efficiency.
Core losses are reduced by means of flux compensation in mutual core flanges and copper losses are minimized by
reduction of interconnections between resonant choke and transformer. Mutual core flanges also imply increase of power
density.
[0008] Despite the component integration there are still two magnetic assemblies for the two interleaved LLC convert-
ers. Core integration can be used in order to cancel the flux in mutual core segment and therefore reduce core losses
and volume resulting in higher efficiency and power density.
[0009] US 2016/0254756 A1 recently disclosed an integrated magnetic component for a three phase interleaved LLC
converter, comprising three series resonant inductors, three parallel inductors and three transformers. This integrated
magnetic component implements automatic current equalization and achieves an effect of automatic balancing currents
in all branches. However by the strong coupling of the currents design of the components becomes more complex. A
structure is needed which reduces overcall core size as well as copper losses and increases the power density without
negatively impacting the EMI quality. Structures suitable for two interleaved LLC converters as depicted in Fig. 1 are
subject-matter of this invention.
[0010] The present interleaved power converters are either bulky or they require numerous magnetic components, or
they involve a significant effort in engineering due to strong coupling between the components of the single LLC converters.
[0011] Prior-art document EP 2 461 334 A1 discloses an interleaved power factor correction (PFC) converter with
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integrated magnetics.
[0012] Prior-art document CN 103 107 704 A discloses an interleaved parallel fly-back converter with integrated
magnetics.
[0013] Prior-art document EP 3 133 614 A1 discloses an LLC-resonant converter with integrated magnetics.

Summary of the invention

[0014] It is the object of the invention to create an integrated magnetic component for a power converter including N
>= 2 LLC converters configured for interleaved operation pertaining to the technical field initially mentioned, which
reduces overcall core size as well as copper losses and increases the power density without negatively impacting the
EMI quality, while still keeping the engineering effort low.
[0015] The solution of the invention is specified by the features of claim 1. According to the invention at least one
return leg is arranged between two winding carrying legs.
[0016] The magnetic fluxes generated by the windings of said two winding carrying legs, will share the return leg as
return path und thus superpose each other. Due to the interleaved operation of the LLC converter, accompanied by a
phase shift between the magnetic fluxes generated by the LLC converters, the total flux in the return path is reduced.
This yields to a reduction of losses in the integrated magnetic component, in particular of iron losses in the return leg.
The reduction of losses also allows for reducing of the size of the integrated magnetic component. The compact assembly
also yields reduction of stray inductances and amelioration of transient characteristics of the converter.
[0017] The integrated magnetic component implements the magnetic components of N LLC converters, wherein N is
a natural number. A LLC converter is also known as a LLC resonant converter or as a LLC series parallel resonant. A
LLC resonant converter includes a resonant circuit which uses at least the following three magnetic components: a
series resonant inductor, a parallel resonant inductor and a transformer with a primary winding and secondary winding.
[0018] Yokes and the one or more return legs are magnetic core elements, comprising a magnetic core. Like the return
leg a yoke defines by its magnetic core a flux path and serves for closing a magnetic flux loop in a magnetic circuit. In
contrast to the winding carrying legs they do preferably not carry windings.
[0019] Also, the winding carrying legs comprise a magnetic core to define a magnetic flux path.
[0020] A magnetic core is made of a magnetically permeable material, in particular of a highly permeably material,
such as for instance ferrite or iron.
[0021] The yoke magnetically connects the legs abutting the yoke. Hence, the winding carrying legs and the return
legs which both are magnetically connected to the yokes are forming parallel magnetic paths between the first and the
second yoke.
[0022] The air gap in the winding carrying leg is usually a concentrated gap in the magnetic flux path which is filled
with air or any other material of low magnetic permeability, wherein the flux path is defined by the magnetic core of the
winding carrying leg. However, an air gap also may be distributed over the winding carrying leg. This can be achieved
by using a magnetic core with a lower magnetic permeability, for instance by using a magnetic core which is sintered
from an iron- or an iron-alloy powder. Air gaps are applied to adjust the magnetic properties of the magnetic component
and/or to store magnetic energy.
[0023] The transformer air gap is an air gap which allows configuring the magnetic characteristics of the transformer
of a respective LLC converter which includes the primary winding and the secondary winding. In particular, it allows
adjusting the parallel inductance of the transformer.
[0024] A return element and or a yoke is considered as air gap free if its reluctance is small in respect to the smallest
reluctance of all transformer air gaps. Very small means that the magnetic reluctance is at least ten times lower than
the magnetic reluctance of the smallest transformer air gap. Hence, even if the return element comprises an air gap, for
instance caused by fabrication tolerances, it is considered as air gap free, if the resulting reluctance is small. Such a
typical tolerance is in the range of some 10 mm.
[0025] That the legs are arranged side by side means that they are essentially arranged in parallel. Preferably also
the yokes are arranged essentially in parallel to each other. It is also to be noted that yokes and the legs are preferably
arranged in a rectangular angle, what simplifies the structure and the fabrication of the integrated magnetic component.
[0026] Preferably, the yokes and the legs form a grid like structure.
[0027] It is further to be noted that the legs and the yokes of the integrated magnetic circuit are preferably arranged
in a plane.
[0028] The windings of the integrated magnetic component are connected in a way that fluxes through the cores will
be minimized respectively that the fluxes through different parts of the cores which are caused by the different windings
will be compensating each other at least to some extent. In particular the winding direction and the winding numbers
will be adapted, that the fluxes through the flanges caused by the different windings will be minimized.
[0029] The integrated magnetic component may also include further windings, which also have to be connected such
that the core losses are minimized.
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[0030] The reluctance of the transformer air gap of a winding carrying leg mainly determines the magnetic reluctance
of the winding carrying leg. The transformer air gap is typically configured such that the magnetic reluctance of the
winding carrying leg is significantly higher than the magnetic reluctance of both, the yokes and the return legs. Preferably
the magnetic reluctance of a winding carrying leg is at least ten times higher, even more preferable hundred times higher,
than the reluctance of the yokes and the return legs together. Hence the magnetic flux of a winding carrying leg will
rather take the return leg as return path, than over another winding carrying leg.
[0031] Thus the transformer windings of two winding carrying legs which are arranged on opposite sides in respect
to the at least one return leg, which is arranged between the two winding carrying legs, are essentially magnetically
decoupled. The LLC converters thus can be designed essentially independently from each other.
[0032] Therefore the design of the magnetic integrated component becomes more straightforward.
[0033] Moreover, by arranging the return leg between said winding carrying legs, wherein the fluxes generated by
said winding carrying legs are sharing the return leg as a common return path, the total length of the magnetic paths is
optimized and thus losses are reduced.
[0034] In a particular advantageous embodiment the integrated magnetic component comprises N-1 return legs where
the winding carrying legs and the return legs are arranged side by side alternatingly.
[0035] By this alternating arrangement, all LLC converters are essentially magnetically decoupled from another. Hence
the design of the integrated magnetic component is simplified. Moreover, this arrangement allows implementing the
magnetic components for an arbitrary number of LLC converters without significantly increasing the complexity integrated
magnetic component. This is on one hand due to the decoupled mode of operation of the single LLC converters, and
on the other hand because further LLC converter can be added to the integrated magnetic components by alternatingly
adding further return legs and winding carrying legs.
[0036] In this preferred arrangement a magnetic flux path for a magnetic flux generated by the windings of a winding
carrying leg is closed via a return leg being arranged directly adjacent to the respective winding carrying leg, thus keeping
the magnetic reluctance small for all winding carrying legs. So losses are further reduced, in particular for an increased
number N of LLC converters.
[0037] Alternatively multiple winding carrying legs can be arranged next to each other in groups, a group being sep-
arated from another group by at least one return leg. This arrangement allows reducing the total number of legs. It also
might be advantageous, if magnetic coupling of multiple winding carrying legs within a group is required, for instance in
groups of three in the case of a three phase system.
[0038] Also multiple return legs can be arranged next to each other in a group. This arrangement reduces the magnetic
reluctance in respect to a single return leg. This embodiment however requires more return legs and increases the size
of the integrated magnetic component.
[0039] In a preferred embodiment, the number of return leg is N or N+1. In particular, if the winding carrying legs and
the return legs are arranged alternatingly and the number of return legs is N+1, every winding carrying leg, including
the two outer winding carrying legs, is directly adjacent to two return legs. In this embodiment the magnetic resistance
for every winding carrying leg, is essentially determined by the resulting magnetic resistance of the two parallel magnetic
paths which are closed via the two adjacent return legs. If in addition saturation in the core elements is avoided during
operation and if all winding carrying legs and all return legs are similar and arranged equally spaced to each other, the
magnetic resistance is essentially equal for all LLC converters. This yields to a further simplification of the design of the
integrated magnetic component. Further, the electromagnetic interference is reduced, as the outer legs do neither carry
windings nor have an air gap.
[0040] In a further preferred embodiment of the integrated magnetic component the integrated magnetic component
is formed by a plurality of stacked core elements, wherein the stacked core elements are either multi-leg core elements
or I-cores.
[0041] The integrated magnetic component comprises a single magnetic core structure, which includes the magnetic
cores of the winding carrying legs and the return legs and the yokes. This single magnetic structure is formed by the
stacked core elements, namely by the multi-leg elements and the I-cores.
[0042] In the context of this application, a plate core is a particular embodiment of an I-core.
[0043] The core elements respectively the stacked core elements are abutting or adjoining each other in the sense
that specific parts of the surface of the core elements are touching each other. However, as will be described later, air
gaps or any other material may be arranged between the core elements, in order to adjust the magnetic properties of
the magnetic component.
[0044] A multi-leg core element comprises a flange and a number of legs being arranged on a side of said flange. The
I-core comprises a single flange and no legs.
[0045] The core elements are preferably stacked in a way, that the flanges form the yokes of the integrated magnetic
component respectively the single magnetic core structure and the legs of the core elements form the magnetic cores
of the winding carrying legs and the return legs.
[0046] The number of legs of the integrated magnetic component, which is the sum of the winding carrying legs and
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the one or more return legs defines the number of legs of the multi-leg core elements.
[0047] Multi-leg core elements and I-cores are convenient for mass production. They simplify the assembly of the
integrated magnetic components. If the number of legs is small, standardized core legs can be used. For cores having
more than three legs, typically tools have been provided for the production. Using multi-leg cores, air gaps can be easily
obtained by adapting a length of a leg in respect to the other leg respectively to the other legs of the same multi-leg-
core element. This normally is achieved by grinding a leg at its free end.
[0048] In a particularly preferred embodiment, the primary winding and the secondary winding on each winding carrying
leg are spatially distanced from each other, to generate a flux leakage path, defining a series inductance of a series
inductor of the respective LLC converter.
[0049] By this arrangement, the core structure of the integrated magnetic component is extremely simplified. The
integrated magnetic component requires only a first and second yoke. In addition no extra choke winding is required.
Thus the number of components and therefore the costs are reduced to a minimum.
[0050] In a further preferred embodiment, the integrated magnetic component comprises a third yoke which is arranged
between the first and the second yoke. The third yoke divides each winding carrying leg in a transformer section and a
first choke section. This first choke section of each winding carrying leg comprises a first choke air gap and a first choke
winding for defining a first series inductance of a first series inductor of a LLC converter and the transformer section
comprises the transformer air gap and the primary and the secondary winding.
[0051] The third yoke further divides also the return legs in a first and a second section.
[0052] In this embodiment the transformer windings, namely the primary windings and the secondary windings, share
with the choke windings being arranged on the same winding carrying leg, a section of the third yoke as a common
magnetic flux path. The fluxes of the transformer windings and the choke winding are partially compensating each other,
thus reducing the total magnetic flux and the iron losses.
[0053] Introduction of a transformer air gap and a choke air gap in every winding carrying leg permits separate design
of each inductance.
[0054] In an alternative embodiment at least one or more separate magnetic cores are provided, the one or more
separate magnetic cores include a first choke winding and a first choke air gap for each LLC converter, or defining a
first series inductance of a first series inductor of a LLC converter.
[0055] In a further alternative embodiment, a fourth yoke is provided in parallel to the third yoke, to avoid that the
transformer windings and the first choke winding share a common flux path section.
[0056] In another alternative embodiment, the integrated magnetic component comprises a third yoke which is arranged
between the first and the second yoke. However the choke winding and/or the choke air gap of an LLC converter are
arranged in a section of the yoke adjacent to the choke section of the respective winding carrying leg, said section of
the yoke being arranged between the winding carrying leg and the respective return leg which is adjacent to the winding
carrying leg.
[0057] In a particularly preferred embodiment, the plurality of stacked core elements comprises three multi-leg core
elements or two multi-leg core elements and one I-core.
[0058] The core elements are preferably stacked in a way, that the flanges form the yokes of the integrated magnetic
component respectively the single magnetic core structure and the legs of the core elements form the magnetic cores
of the winding carrying legs and the return legs.
[0059] This embodiment reduces the number of required components to a minimum.
[0060] It is particularly advantageous if the integrated magnetic component comprises a fourth yoke which is arranged
between the second yoke and the third yoke and which is dividing each transformer section in a second choke section
and a sub-transformer section. Herein the second choke section of each winding carrying leg comprises a second choke
air gap and a second choke winding for defining a second series inductance of a second series inductor of a LLC
converter and the sub-transformer section comprises the transformer air gap and the primary and the secondary winding.
[0061] This arrangement allows splitting of the series inductance of the LLC converter.
[0062] By distributing the choke windings over a first choke winding and a second choke winding and simultaneously
distributing the choke air gap over a first and a second choke air gap the losses are reduced. Distributing the stored
magnetic energy over two air gaps reduces the total air gap fringing compared to a single air gap capable of storing the
same magnetic energy. In addition a better symmetry at primary side of the transformer is achieved.
[0063] A further advantage of this embodiment is that integrated magnetic circuit will have an improved transient
response.
[0064] In a further preferred embodiment of the invention, the plurality of stacked core elements comprises four multi-
leg core elements or three multi-leg core elements and one I-core.
[0065] It is particularly advantageous if the first choke winding of an LLC converter and the primary winding of the
same LLC converter are realized with a single wire, the winding of said first choke winding and the winding of said
primary winding being connected in series by said single wire.
[0066] It is particularly preferred if a second choke winding is also wound by the single winding and the winding of
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said second choke winding also being connected in series with the winding of the first choke winding and the winding
of the primary winding.
[0067] A continuous connection, established by the single wire respectively by a single connector, between the choke
windings and the primary winding reduces the total number of soldered terminations and therefore reduces copper
losses. Additional lead-outs between the windings can be avoided. In addition it simplifies the production process and
therefore the costs of the integrated magnetic component.
[0068] Also the production process is simplified.
[0069] In some embodiments it might be advantageous to first mount the transformer and/or the choke windings on
the legs of the cores before assembling the core elements. In such a case it might be advantageous that the windings
are only connected after the assembling of the core elements. The connection between the choke windings and one of
the first or the second transformer might be realized by providing lead-outs of the respective windings and connecting
them to a circuit board, for instance by soldering.
[0070] It is particularly advantageous if the first choke winding of an LLC converter is wound on a winding carrying leg
different from the winding carrying leg, where the primary winding and the secondary winding of the same LLC converter
are wound, the winding of said first choke winding and the winding of said primary winding being connected in series.
[0071] By this arrangement of the windings less core losses can be achieved in comparison to an arrangement where
the first choke winding and the primary winding of an LLC converter are arranged on the same winding carrying leg.
[0072] In a further preferred embodiment of the invention, N=2.
[0073] Hence the converter arrangement comprises two LLC converters. This yields to a very compact design of the
integrated magnetic component.
[0074] It is particularly preferred that the multi-leg core elements are E-cores.
[0075] In the context of this application E- cores should also include other core similar cores elements having three
legs. A non-exhaustive list includes three-leg cores such as E-, ER-, EFD-, ETD-, PQ-, PM-, or RM- cores. The different
E-shaped core types differ in their geometry. E-cores have the simplest geometry, their flanges and their legs having a
rectangular cross section. ER-cores are similar, but their inner legs comprise a round cross-section. ETD-cores also
have round inner legs, but their outer legs have concave surfaces which are oriented towards the inner leg. EFD-(Eco-
nomical Flat Design) cores have a flat design, their legs having an essentially rectangular cross section and their inner
leg has a particular flat shape. PQ-, RM- and PM- cores are so called pot core type cores. They comprise a strongly
optimized geometry with round inner legs and flanges which are formed to at least partially surround and shield the
windings.
[0076] In further preferred embodiment the magnetic component N=3, the LLC converter implementing the magnetic
components of three LLC converters.
[0077] Advantageously the transformer air gap of the winding carrying leg is arranged between a leg and a flange of
a core element or between two legs of core elements which are abutting each other with their legs.
[0078] Preferable also the choke air gaps are arranged between a leg and a flange of a core element or between two
legs of core elements which are abutting each other with their legs.
[0079] That means that the air gaps are arranged at connection points between the stacked core elements. The
advantage of this embodiment is, that the air gap can either be ground in the legs or be considered by using pre-fabricated
core elements, where the length of the legs have been adjusted. The air gaps are preferably ground before assembling
the respective core elements. The air gaps may be filled with any suitable material or left empty. By filling the air gaps
with a non-permeably material the mechanical stability of the integrated magnetic circuit can be increased.
[0080] The air gaps can also be integrated in between a leg of a core or in between a flange and a leg of a core. Also
more than one air gap can be integrated in a leg of a core. Thus the air gap fringing can be reduced.
[0081] In combination with concentrated air gaps or instead of concentrated air gaps distributed air gaps also may be
applied by using powder materials for the core elements or parts of the core elements, in particular for the legs.
[0082] In a further preferred embodiment the primary windings are split in a first primary winding part and a second
primary winding part.
[0083] This arrangement allows inserting a series resonant capacitor of the LLC circuit between the primary parts.
Also other elements may be connected between the transformer winding parts, as for instance a resistive element for
damping purposes or a shunt resistor for measuring an input current.
[0084] In an advantageous embodiment of the invention, the integrated magnetic component elements is mirror sym-
metrical in respect to an axis parallel to the legs of the core elements.
[0085] A symmetrical arrangement of the core elements involves a symmetrical distribution of the magnetic flux in the
circuit and therefore also lowers losses. In particular the compensation of fluxes in the return legs can be optimized. A
symmetrical arrangement also lowers production costs and facilitates assembly.
[0086] In another advantageous embodiment of the integrated magnetic component according to the invention, the
integrated magnetic component is mirror symmetrical in respect to an axis parallel to a yoke.
[0087] This embodiment has, in particular, the advantage that both choke inductances are symmetrical what signifi-
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cantly increases the performance of the integrated magnetic component.
[0088] The invention further relates to a power converter including a switching converter stage, a rectifier stage and
a resonant stage, wherein the resonant stage includes N >=2 parallel LLC converters. A transformer, a parallel inductor
and a series inductor of the LLC converters are formed by an integrated magnetic component according to the invention.
[0089] It is preferred, that the converter stage comprises a single switching converter per LLC converter, providing a
square voltage to the resonant circuit of the LLC converter. The single switching converter is preferably an H-bridge
converter comprising four switches.
[0090] The integrated magnetic component is generally adapted for use in DC-DC, AC-DC and DC-AC power con-
verters with N>=2 LLC converters. It is particularly adapted for use in DC-DC power converters with N>=2 LLC converters.
In case of an AC-input, the converter stage may include a rectifying circuit, such as an AC/DC power factor correction
(PFC) converter.
[0091] It is further preferred, that the rectifier stage comprises a single rectifier per LLC converter.
[0092] The rectifier includes advantageously synchronous rectifiers. Synchronous rectifiers are active controlled
switches. Those switches can for instance comprise metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) or
bipolar junction transistors (BJT). Synchronous rectifiers allow for improving the efficiency of rectification. As they have
a low on-resistance, they can significantly reduce ohmic losses compared to ordinary semiconductor diodes, in particular,
when high currents are present.
[0093] In a particular preferred embodiment of the invention, the power converter comprises two or three LLC con-
verters.
[0094] Other advantageous embodiments and combinations of features come out from the detailed description below
and the totality of the claims.

Brief description of the drawings

[0095] The drawings used to explain the embodiments show:

Fig. 1 shows a prior-art circuit diagram of a DC-DC power converter 1 including two interleaved LLC resonant
converters;

Fig. 2 illustrates the run currents of the two LLC resonant converters according to fig. 1 when operating in
interleaved manner with 90° phase shift;

Fig. 3 illustrates a prior art configuration of a power converter using discrete magnetic components;

Fig. 4 illustrates another configuration of a prior art power converter, using a single magnetic core structure
for each LLC converter;

Fig. 5a shows a first embodiment of the integrated magnetic component according to the invention which
includes two interleaved LLC resonant converters;

Fig. 5b shows the magnetic core structure of the embodiment shown in fig. 5a;

Fig. 6 shows a reluctance model of the integrated magnetic component according to the first embodiment
shown in figs 5a and 5b.

Fig. 7 illustrates the run of the flux densities in the integrated magnetic component according to fig 5a and
5b, when the two LLC interleaved converters are operated with 90° phase shift, based on the reluctance
model according to Fig. 6;

Figs. 8a, 8b shows another embodiment of the integrated magnetic component according to the invention where
the transformer windings and the choke winding of a LLC converter are wound on different windings
carrying legs;

Figs. 9a - 9c depict three alternative embodiments of the core structure shown in fig. 5b;

Fig. 10a shows a third embodiment of the inventive magnetic component, which includes a second choke
winding per LLC converter;
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Fig. 10b shows the magnetic core structure of the embodiment shown in fig. 10a;

Fig. 11a shows a fourth embodiment of the inventive magnetic component, wherein the series inductance of
each LLC converter is achieved by separating its primary winding and its secondary winding;

Fig. 11b illustrates the reluctance model of the integrated magnetic component according to fig. 11b.

Figs. 12a, 12b show a simplified model of transformer, to illustrate the calculation of, the leakage inductance.

Fig. 13 depicts a power converter with another embodiment of the inventive integrated magnetic component,
which integrates the magnetic components of three LLC converters;

Fig. 14 depicts a power converter with another embodiment of the inventive integrated magnetic component,
which integrates the magnetic components of three LLC converters, the LLC converters having split
resonant chokes;

Fig. 15 also depicts a power converter with an inventive integrated magnetic component which integrates the
magnetic components of three LLC converters, wherein the series inductance of each LLC converter
is achieved by separating its primary winding and its secondary winding;

Fig. 16 illustrates the reluctance model of the integrated magnetic component according to fig. 16;

[0096] In the figures, the same components are given the same reference symbols. Similar elements of different
embodiments are denoted by similar reference numerals differing by the hundreds digit if they are depicted in different
drawings.

Preferred embodiments

[0097] Fig. 1 shows a prior-art circuit diagram of a DC-DC power converter 1 including two interleaved LLC resonant
converters, which are arranged in parallel. Each LLC resonant converter comprises a switching converter 11a, 11b, a
resonant circuit 12a, 12b and an output rectifier 13a, 13b. The switching converters 11a, 11b of both resonant circuits
12a, 12b are connected with their inputs in parallel to a common DC input voltage Uin, and with their outputs to the inputs
of the respective resonant circuit 12a, 12b. In case an AC voltage is provided, each switching converter 11a, 11b may
include a rectifier, such as a PFC converter, redressing the AC-voltage to an intermediate DC-voltage. Each of the two
switching converters 11a, 11b preferably includes two or four switches to generate a square wave output voltage for
being provided to the inputs of its respective resonant circuit 12a, 12b. A LLC resonant circuit 12a, 12b uses three
magnetic components, namely a series resonant inductor Lra, Lrb, a parallel resonant inductor Lma, Lmb and a transformer
with a primary winding Pa, Pb and secondary winding Sa, Sb. The LLC resonant converter is also known as LLC series
parallel resonant converters or LLC converter.
[0098] The parallel resonant inductor Lma, Lmb and primary winding Pa, Pb of a LLC resonant converter are arranged
in parallel, both being connected in series to the series resonant inductor Lra, Lrb. The resonant circuit 12a, 12b further
comprises a series resonant capacitor Cra, Crb, which is connected in series to the series resonant inductor Lra, Lrb.
[0099] In the following we may also omit the word "resonant" in the terms "parallel resonant inductor", "series resonant
inductor", "series resonant capacitor" and "LLC resonant converter". In figure 1, the transformers are two winding trans-
formers, each having a single secondary winding Sa, Sb with two ends forming the output of the respective resonant
circuit 12a, 12b. They are connected to the rectifier stage 13a, 13b of the respective LLC resonant converter, redressing
the AC-voltage at the output of the resonant 12a, 12b to a DC voltage. The outputs of the output rectifiers 13a, 13b are
connected in parallel to an output filter capacitor Cout, which is arranged in parallel to a first output 5.1 and a second
output 5.2 of the power converter 1. Depending on the used rectifier circuit type, also three winding transformers could
be used, having three output connections, allowing for instance the use of a centre tapped rectifier. The magnetic
components of the power converter with two interleaved LLC converter as shown in fig. 1 are usually implemented by
means of four discrete magnetic components: a first choke core 15a, second choke core 15b, and a first transformer
core 18a and the second transformer core 18b. Those components are indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 1.
[0100] Fig. 2 illustrates the run currents of the two LLC resonant converters according to fig. 1 when operating in
interleaved manner with 90° phase shift. The upper plot depicts the series inductor currents ira and irb, which are the
currents through the series inductors Lsa, and Lsb and the parallel inductor currents ima and imb, which are the currents
through the parallel inductors Lma, Lmb. It is seen that the series inductor currents ira and irb are essentially sinusoidal
and have a phase shift of 90 ° in respect to each other. The parallel inductor currents have essentially a triangular shape
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and are also phase shifted by 90 ° to each other.
[0101] The lower plot of fig. 2 shows the run of the secondary winding currents isa and isb, which are the currents
through the secondary windings of the transformers after redressing, and the output current iout (see also fig. 1), which
is equal to the sum of both secondary winding currents isa and isb. It is seen that the secondary winding currents isa and
isb are phase shifted by 90° and that the current ripple of the output current iout is reduced in respect to the single
secondary winding currents isa and isb.
[0102] Fig. 3 illustrates a prior art configuration of the power converter shown in fig. 1 using discrete magnetic com-
ponents. It shows the two separate magnetic cores of the first LLC converter, namely the choke core 15a and the
transformer core 18a and of the second LLC converter, namely the choke core 15b and the transformer core 18b.
[0103] The choke cores 15a and 15b implement the series inductor Lra, and Lrb, of the respective LLC converter, and
the transformer cores 18a and 18b the transformer and the parallel inductance Lma, Lmb of the respective LLC converter.
[0104] Both LLC converters have the same structure and use essentially the same passive elements, as far as fabri-
cation tolerances allow so, and therefore the magnetic components of the first and the second converter are essentially
identical. This is required in order optimize the performance of the power converter 1 with the two interleaved resonant
circuits.
[0105] The structure of the first (second) LLC converter is as follows: The choke core of the first (second) LLC converter
15a (15b) comprises a first U-core U11 (U12) and a plate-core I11(I12), which are arranged to form an O-like shape. Choke
air gaps 16a (16b) are arranged between the first U-core U11 (U12) and the plate-core I11(I12).
[0106] The transformer core of the first (second) LLC converter 18a (18b) comprises a second U-core U21, (U22) and
a third U-core U31 (U32) which are abutting each other with their legs, forming the O-shape of the transformer core.
Transformer air gaps 19a (19b) are arranged between the cores.
[0107] The primary windings 20a (20b) and the secondary windings 21a (21b) of the transformer of the first (second)
LLC converter are wound around one of the abutting pair of legs of the second U-core U21 (U22) and the third U-core
U31 (U32). Herein the primary winding 20a (20b) and the first choke 17a (17b) are connected in series.
[0108] Fig. 4 shows another configuration of the magnetic components belonging to the prior art, for implementing the
power converter according to fig. 1. In this configuration, each LLC converter comprises a single magnetic core structure,
each including three U-core elements, namely U11, U21 and U31 for the first LLC converter and U12, U22 and U32 for the
second LLC converter, arranged to form an 8-shaped core. The magnetic core structure of the first (second) LLC converter
is as follows: The first choke winding 17a (17b) is arranged on a leg of the first U-core element U11 (U12), which abuts
a flange of the second U-core element U21 (U22) whereas the transformer windings are arranged on a pair of the abutting
legs of the second U-core element U21 (U22) and the third U-core element U31(U32). Thus the choke windings are
arranged in a closed magnetic flux path being formed by the first U-core element U11 (U12), and a flange of the second
U-core element U21 (U22), and the transformer windings in a closed flux path defined by the second U-core element U21
(U22), and the third U-core element U31 (U32). The flux paths are sharing the flange of the second U-core element U21 (U22).
[0109] Fig. 5a shows a first embodiment of the power converter 101 including the integrated magnetic component 102
according to the invention. The power converter 101 includes similarly to the power converter shown in figs 3 and 4, two
interleaved LLC resonant converters and can be modelled by means of the same equivalent circuit diagram shown in
fig. 1 as the prior art converters according to figs. 3 and 4. The power converter according to fig. 5a however differs from
prior art converters by its integrated magnetic component 102 which implements the magnetic components of the two
interleaved magnetic LLC converters in a single magnetic core 130.
[0110] The power converter 101 includes besides the integrated magnetic component 102 a DC voltage input with a
first and a second input terminal 104.1 and 104.2, for being connected to a DC voltage source Uin, and an output
comprising a first and a second output terminal 105.1 and 105.2 for providing a DC output voltage.
[0111] The power converter further comprises a first LLC resonant converter with a first switching converter 111a, a
first output rectifier 113a and a first resonant capacitor 107a, and a second LLC resonant converter with a second
switching converter 111b, a second output rectifier 113b and a second resonant capacitor 107b. The rectifiers 113a and
113b are preferably synchronous rectifiers.
[0112] The switching converters 111a, 111b of both LLC resonant circuits are connected with their inputs in parallel
to the terminals 104.1 and 104.2 of the common DC input voltage Uin, and with their outputs to the inputs of the respective
LLC resonant circuit. In case an AC voltage is provided, each switching converter 111a, 111b may include a rectifier circuit.
[0113] The passive magnetic components of the first LLC converter, namely the first series (resonant) inductor Lra,
the first parallel (resonant) inductor Lma and the transformer with the first primary winding Pa and the first secondary
winding Sa are implemented by means of the integrated magnetic component 102. Those passive magnetic components
form together with the first series capacitor 107a the first resonant circuit of the first LLC converter.
[0114] Likewise the power converter comprises for the second LLC resonant converter a second switching converter
111b, a second output rectifier 113b and a second resonant capacitor 107b. Those passive magnetic components of
the second LLC converter, namely the second series (resonant) inductor Lrb, the second parallel (resonant) inductor
Lmb and the transformer with the second primary winding Pb and the second secondary winding Sb are implemented by
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means of the same integrated magnetic component 102 as the magnetic components of the first LLC converter. Those
passive magnetic components form together with the second series capacitor 107b the resonant circuit of the second
LLC converter.
[0115] The integrated magnetic component 102 comprises four inputs, namely a first input 103.1a and a second input
103.2b for the first LLC resonant converter and a third input 103.1b and a fourth input 103.2b for the second LLC resonant
converter. It further comprises four outputs, namely a first output 108.1a and a second output 108.2a for the first LLC
resonant converter and third output 108.1b and a fourth output 108.2b for the second LLC resonant converter.
[0116] The integrated magnetic component 102 includes a single magnetic core structure 130 which is schematically
depicted for better representation isolated from the other components in Fig. 5b.
[0117] The magnetic core structure 130 comprises three stacked three-leg cores respectively E-cores, namely a first
E-core 131, a second E-core 132 and a third E-core 133. Each of the cores comprises a flange and three legs, namely
an inner leg and two outer legs, the legs being arranged in parallel on a side of the flange. So the first E-core 131
comprises a flange 131.1, which magnetically connects the first outer leg 131.2, the inner leg 131.3 and the second
outer leg 131.4 of the first E-core 131.
[0118] The second E-core 132 has a similar shape as the first E-core 131, though the length of its legs typically differs
in respect to the length of the legs of the first E-core. It also comprises a flange 132.1, which magnetically connects the
first outer leg 132.2, the inner leg 132.3 and the second outer legs 132.4 of the second E-core 132.
[0119] The third E-core 133 is similar to the second E-core 132. It also comprises a flange 133.1, which on its turn
magnetically connects the first outer leg 133.2, the inner leg 133.3 and the second outer leg 133.4 of the second E-core
133.
[0120] The first E-core 131 is arranged on the second E-core 132 in a way that its legs about the flange 132.1 of the
second E-core 132, defining a first choke winding window 134a and a second choke winding window 134b. A first choke
air gap 116a is arranged between the first outer leg 131.2 of the first E-core and the flange 132.1 of the second E-core
132 and a second choke air gap 116b is arranged between the second outer leg 131.4 of the first E-core 131 and the
flange 132.1 of the second E-core 132. No air gap is provided between the inner leg 131.3 of the first E-core 131 and
the flange of the second E-core 132.
[0121] The second E-core 132 and the third E-core 133 are arranged to form an eight-like shape wherein their first
outer legs 132.2, 133.2, their inner legs 132.3, 133.3 and their second outer legs 132.4, 133.4 are abutting each other,
defining a first transformer winding window 135a and a second transformer winding window 135b.
[0122] A first transformer air gap 119a is arranged between the first outer legs 132.2 and 133.2 of the second E-core
132 and the third E-core 133 and a second transformer air gap 119b is arranged between the second outer legs 132.4
and 133.4 of the second E-core 132 and the third E-core 133. No air-gap is provided between the inner legs 132.3 and
133.3 of the second E-core 132 and the third E-core 133. The air gaps can be achieved by grinding the respective outer
legs. In order to increase the mechanical stability they may be filled with a material of low magnetic permeability.
[0123] The first outer leg 131.2 of the first E-core 131, the first choke air-gap 116a, the second E-core 131 and 132,
the first outer leg 132.2 of the second E-core 132, the first transformer air gap 119a and the first outer leg 133.2 of the
third E-core 133 form a first magnetic path between the first and the second yoke of the magnetic core structure, defining
a first winding carrying leg.
[0124] Similarly, the second outer leg 131.4 of the first E-core 131, the second choke air-gap 116b, the second outer
leg 132.4 of the second E-core 132, the second transformer air-gap 119b and the second outer leg 133.4 of the third E-
core 133 form a second magnetic path between the first and the second yoke of the magnetic core structure, defining
a second winding carrying leg.
[0125] Further, the inner leg 131.3 of the first E-core 131, the inner leg 132.3 of the second E-core 132 and the inner
leg 133.4 of the third E-core 133 form a third magnetic path between the first and the second yoke of the magnetic core
structure 130, said path defining a return leg.
[0126] The flange 131.1 of the first E-core element forms the first yoke of the integrated magnetic component. Likewise
the flange 133.1 of the third E-core 133 forms a second yoke of the integrated magnetic component 102 und the flange
132.1 of the second E-core forms the third yoke of the magnetic core structure 130 dividing the winding carrying legs in
a transformer section and a choke section and also dividing the return leg in a transformer section and a choke section.
[0127] The windings of the integrated magnetic core structure 130 are all arranged on the winding current legs re-
spectively on the outer legs. As the integrated magnetic component is essentially symmetrical in respect to an axis
through the inner legs, and the description of the windings on the first inner legs and the second outer legs, is similar:
A first (second) choke winding 117a (117b) (fig 5a, not shown in fig. 5b) is arranged on the section of the first (second)
winding carrying leg, which is situated between the flange 131.1 of the first E-core respectively the first yoke and the
flange 132.1 of the second E-core, respectively the third yoke. The section will be designated as first (second) choke
section. The first (second) choke winding window 134a (134b) receives turns of the first (second) choke winding 117a
(117b).
[0128] A first (second) primary winding 120a (120b) and a first (second) secondary winding 121a (121b) are arranged
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on a section of the first (second) winding carrying leg, which is situated between the flange 132.1 of the second E-core
132 respectively the third yoke and between the flange of the third E-core 133 respectively the second yoke. The section
will be designated as first (second) transformer section. The first (second) transformer winding window 135a (135b)
receives turns of the first (second) primary winding 120a (120b) and the first (second) secondary winding 121a (121b).
[0129] The first (second) primary transformer winding 120a (120b) is connected with one end to the first (third) input
103.1a (103.1b) of the integrated magnetic component 102 and with the other end to a first end of the first (second)
choke winding 117a (117b). The other end of the first (second) choke winding 117a (117b) is connected to the second
(fourth) input 103.2a (103.2b) of the integrated magnetic component.
[0130] The first (second) secondary winding 121a (121b) is connected with one end to the first (third) output 108.1a
(108.1b) and with the other end to the second (fourth) output 108.2a (108.2b) of the integrated magnetic component 102.
[0131] The first (second) resonant capacitor 107a (107b) is connected between a first output of the first (second)
switching converter 111a (111b) and the first (third) input 103.1a (103.1b) of the integrated magnetic component 102.
The second (fourth) input is connected to a second output of the first (second) switching converter 111a (111b).
[0132] The magnetic core structure defines four independent closed magnetic flux paths, a first choke flux paths 150a,
a second choke flux path 150b, a first transformer flux path 151a and a second transformer flux path 151b. The first
choke flux path 150a and the second choke flux path 150b share a common section of the return leg, namely the choke
section of the return leg which is arranged between the first and the third yoke, which is formed by the inner leg 131.3
of the first E-core 131. Also the first transformer flux path 151a and the second transformer flux 151b path share a
common section of said return leg, namely the transformer section, which is formed by the inner legs 132.3 and 133.3
of the second and the third E-core 132 and 133. Furthermore, the first choke flux path 150a and the first transformer
flux path 151a and the second choke flux path 150b and the second choke flux path 151b share a common section of
the third yoke.
[0133] Fig. 6 shows a reluctance model 140 of the integrated magnetic component 102 according to the first embodiment
of the invention (figs. 5a and 5b). The reluctance of the three flanges 131.1, 132.2 and 133.3 of the E-cores 131, 132
and 133 are considered to be identical and each flange being represented by a flange reluctance RB. The reluctance of
the two transformer sections of the winding carrying legs, each including the reluctance of the respective transformer
air gap 119a /119b and of the respective outer legs 132.2, 133.2, 132.4 and 133.4 of the second and third core 132 and
133, and are represented by the transformer section reluctance RTC.
[0134] RLC represents the reluctance of the choke sections of the winding carrying legs, each including the reluctance
of the respective outer leg 131.2 and 131.4 of the first E-core 131 and of the respective choke air gap 116a/116b. The
reluctance of the two inner legs 132.3 and 133.3 of the second and third E-core 132 and 133 is lumped in the transformer
inner leg reluctance RTF whereas the reluctance of the inner leg of the first E-core 131 is represented by the choke inner
leg reluctance RLF.
[0135] The current through the first choke windings 117a and first primary transformer winding 120a is considered to
be the same and represented by the first primary current ip1. Likewise, the current through the second choke windings
117b and the second primary transformer winding 120b is considered to be the same and represented by the current ip2.
[0136] The first secondary current is1 represents the current through the first secondary winding 121a and the second
secondary current is2 the current through the second secondary windings 121b. Windings turn numbers are: for the first
and the second choke winding NL, for the first and second primary winding NP, and NS for the first and the second
transformer secondary winding.
[0137] Fig. 7 illustrates the run of the flux densities in the integrated magnetic component according to figs 5a and 5b
for one operation cycle, when the two LLC interleaved converters are operated with 90° phase shift, based on the
reluctance model according to Fig. 6.
[0138] Fig. 7, upper plot, illustrates the runs of the choke flux densities BL1 and BL2 through the first and second choke
section and of the transformer flux densities BT1 and BT2 through the transformer sections of the first and the second
winding carrying leg. The choke flux densities BL1 and BL2 are essentially sinusoidal while the curve of the transformer
flux densities BT1 and BT2 are essentially triangular. Those runs correspond to the runs depicted in the upper plot of fig.
2 for the prior art power converter.
[0139] Fig. 7, lower plot, shows the flux densities in the mutually shared paths of the integrated magnetic component,
modelled by the reluctance model according to fig. 6a. The run of the flux density BTF through the inner legs adjacent
to the transformer winding window respectively through the reluctance designated as RTF has a trapezoidal shape and
a magnitude which is essentially the same as magnitude of each of the single transformer flux densities BT1 and BT2,
though the transformer fluxes are superimposed in the mutual flange.
[0140] The run of the flux density BLF through the inner legs adjacent to the choke winding windows respectively
through the reluctance designated as RLF has an essentially sinosoidale shape. Also its magnitude is only slightly higher
than the magnitude of the choke flux densities BL1 and BL2.
[0141] Also the magnitudes of the mutually shared flux densities BC1 and BC2 in the flange of the second E-core which
is mutually shared by the transformer flux BT1/BT2 and the choke flux BL1/BL2 of the respective LLC resonant converter
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is significantly lower than the sum of the magnitude of the flux densities.
[0142] As a consequence the size of the commonly used core section can be reduced.
[0143] The second embodiment of the power converter according to the invention shown in fig. 8a is similar to the
power converter shown in figs. 5a and 5b. The integrated magnetic component 202 of this embodiment of the invention
has a similar magnetic core structure 230 as the magnetic core structure according to fig. 5b. It also comprises a first
switching converter 211a and a first output rectifier 213a for the first LLC converter and a second switching converter
211b and a second rectifier 213b for the second LLC converter. To reduce core losses however, the first choke winding
217a of the first LLC converter is wound on a winding carrying leg which is different from the winding carrying leg, where
the first primary winding 220a and the second secondary winding 221a of the first LLC converter are wound, the winding
of said first choke winding 217a and the winding of said first primary winding 220a being connected in series. Also, the
second choke winding 217b of the second LLC converter is wound on a winding carrying leg which is different from the
winding carrying leg, where the second primary winding 220b and the second secondary winding 221b of the same LLC
converter are wound, the winding of said second choke winding 217b and the winding of said second primary winding
220b being connected in series.
[0144] Fig 8b is another representation of the power converter according to fig. 8a, however showing the first and the
second switching converter 211a and 211b and the first and second output rectifier 213a and 213b according to fig. 8a,
in a more detail. The first switching converter 211a includes two switches Q11 and Q21 and second switching converter
211b includes the switches Q12 and Q22. The switches generate from the DC-voltage at the input a square wave output
voltage at the input of the first and the second LLC converter. The first secondary winding 221a is connected to the
inputs of the first output rectifier 213a, the rectifier being a passive full-bridge rectifier comprising the four diodes D11,
D12, D13 and D14. The second secondary winding 221b is connected to the inputs of a second output rectifier 213b, also
being a passive full-bridge rectifier comprising the four diodes D21, D22, D23 and D24. The outputs of both rectifiers being
connected in parallel to the output filter capacitor Cout.
[0145] Figs 9a - 9c depict three alternative embodiments of the core structure shown in fig. 5b.
[0146] The magnetic core structure 330 according to fig. 9a comprises a plate core 331, a first E-core 332 and a
second E-core 333, a plate core being a special form of an I-core. The plate core 331 comprises a single flange 331.1,
which forms the first yoke of the core structure 330. Both E-cores 332 and 333 comprise a flange 332.1 respectively
333.1, a first outer leg 332.2 respectively 333.2, a second outer leg 332.4 respectively 333.4 and an inner leg 332.3,
respectively 333.3.
[0147] The plate core 331 is arranged on the legs of the first E-core 332 to form an 8-like shape. The plate core 331
and the first E-core 332 defining a first choke winding window 334a and a second choke winding window 334b. A first
choke air gap 316a and a second choke air gap 316b are arranged between the plate core 331 respectively the first
yoke 331.1 and the first und the second outer leg 332.2 and 332.4 of the first E-core 332.
[0148] The second E-core 333 abuts with its outer legs 333.2 and 333.4 and its inner leg 333.3 the flange 332.1 of
the first E-core 332 on the side opposite of the legs of the first E-core 332. The flange 332.1 of the first E-core 332 and
the second E-core 333 form an 8-like shape defining a first transformer winding window 335a and a second transformer
winding window 335b.
[0149] A first transformer air gap 319a is arranged between the first outer leg 333. 2 of the second E-core 333 and
the flange 332.1 of the first E-core 332, while a second transformer air gap 319b is arranged between the second outer
leg 333.4 of the second E-core 333 and the flange 332.1 of the first E-core 332.
[0150] The first choke air gap 316a, the first outer leg 332.2 of the second E-core 332, the first filter air gap 319a and
the first outer leg 333.2 of the second E-core 333 form the first winding carrying leg. Likewise, the second choke air gap
316b, the second outer leg 332.4 of the second E-core 332, the second filter air gap 319b and the second outer leg
333.4 of the second E-core 333 form the second winding carrying leg.
[0151] The section of the flange 332.1 between the first and the second winding carrying leg forms the third yoke.
[0152] The magnetic core structure 430 according to fig. 9b is similar to the magnetic core structure 330 and also
comprises a plate core 432 and a first and a second E-core 431 and 433. However in the magnetic core structure 430
the plate core 432 is arranged between the first E-core 431 and the second E-core 433.
[0153] Both E-cores 431 and 433 comprise a flange 431.1 respectively 433.1, a first outer leg 431.2 respectively 433.2,
a second outer leg 431.4 respectively 433.4 and an inner leg 431.3, respectively 433.3. The flange 433.1 of the first E-
core 431 forms the first yoke, the flange 433.1 of the second E-core 433.1 the second yoke. The first E-core 431 abuts
with its legs the plate core 432 to define two choke winding windows. A first choke air gap 416a is arranged between
the first outer leg 431.2 of the first E-core 431 and the plate core 432. A second air gap 416b is arranged between the
second outer leg 431.4 of the first E-core and the plate core 432.
[0154] The plate core 432 comprises a single flange 432.1, which forms the third yoke of the core structure 430.
[0155] The second E-core 433 abuts with its legs the side of the plate core which is opposite to the side where the
plate core 432 abuts the legs of the first E-core 431. The plate core 432 and the second E-core 433 form two transformer
winding windows. A first transformer air gap 419a is arranged between the plate core 432 and the first outer leg 433.2
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of the second E-core 432 and the second transformer air gap 419b is arranged between the plate core 432 and the
second outer leg 433.4 of the second E-core 433.
[0156] The magnetic core structure 530 according to fig. 9c is similar to the magnetic core structure 330 and comprises
also comprises a plate core 533 and a first and a second E-core 531 and 532. However in the magnetic core structure
530 the first E-core 531 is stacked with its legs on the flange of the second E-core 532 to define the two choke winding
windows, whereas the second E-core 532 is stacked with its legs on the plate core 533 to define the transformer winding
windows. The choke air gaps are arranged between the outer legs of the first E-core 531 and the flange of the second
E-core 532 and the transformer air gaps are arranged between the outer legs of the second E-core 532 and the plate
core 533.
[0157] All three core structures 330, 430 and 530 depicted in figs 9a - 9c may be modelled by means of the same
reluctance according to fig. 6 and basically differ by the arrangement of the air gaps. They all may be used to replace
the core structure 130 according to fig. 5b of the integrated magnetic component 102 in fig. 5a or to replace the magnetic
core structure of the integrated magnetic component 202 according to fig. 8. The core structures according to figs 5b,
9a - 9c mainly differ by the arrangement of the air gaps.
[0158] Fig. 10a shows a third embodiment of the power converter 601. It differs from the power converter 102 according
to fig. 5a, by its integrated magnetic component 602. The integrated magnetic component 602 also comprises four inputs
and four outputs, namely a first input of the first LLC converter 603.1a, a second input for the first LLC converter 603.2a,
a first input of the second LLC converter 603.1b and a second input of the second LLC converter 603.2b. It further
comprises a first output of the first LLC converter 608.1a, a second output of the first LLC converter 608.2a, a first output
of the second LLC converter 608.1b and a second output of the second LLC converter 608.2b.
[0159] The magnetic core structure 630 of the integrated magnetic component 602 is depicted separately in Fig. 10b.
In comparison to the core structure 130 (fig. 5b) of the integrated magnetic component 102, the magnetic core structure
630 comprises 4 E-cores, namely a first E-core 631, a second E-core 632, a third E-core 633 and a fourth E-core 634.
Each E-core comprises a flange, two outer legs and an inner leg. Those legs are arranged on the same side of the flange
of the respective E-core. The first, the second and the third E-core are arranged in the same manner as shown in fig.
5b. The fourth E-core 634 abuts with its first outer leg 634.2, its inner leg 634.3 and its second outer leg 634.4 the flange
633.1 of the third E-core 633 on the side opposite of the legs of the third E-core 633. In addition to the first and second
choke air gaps 616a and 616b which are arranged between the outer legs 631.2 and 631.4 of the first E-core element
631 and the flange 632.1 of the second E-core element 632, the magnetic core structure 630 comprises a third choke
air gap 616c, being arranged between the first outer leg 634.2 of the fourth E-core element 634 and the flange 633.1 of
the third E-core 633, and a fourth choke air gap 616d being arranged between the second outer leg 634.4 of the fourth
E-core 634 and the flange 633.1 of the third E-core. The flange 633.1 of the third E-core 633 and the flange 634.1 the
fourth E-core 634 are defining a third choke winding window 635c and a fourth choke winding window 635d.
[0160] The first (second) outer leg 631.2 (631.4) of the first E-core element 631, the first (second) choke air gap 616a
(616b), the first (second) outer leg 632.2 (632.4) of the second E-core 632, the first (second) transformer air gap 619a
(619b), the first (second) outer leg 633.2 (633.4) of the third E-core 633, the third (fourth) choke air gap 616c (616d) and
the first (second) outer leg 634.2 (634.4) of the fourth E-core 634 form a first (second) winding carrying leg.
[0161] Similarly, the first inner leg 631.3 of the first E-core 631, the inner leg 632.3 of the second E-core 632, the inner
leg 633.3 of the third E-core 633 and the inner leg 634. 3 of the fourth E-core 634 define a return leg which is arranged
in parallel the winding carrying leg.
[0162] The flange 631.1 of the first E-core 631 defines the first yoke, the flange 632.2 of the second E-core 632 defines
the third yoke, the flange 633.1 of the third E-core 633 defines the fourth yoke and the flange 634.1 of the fourth E-core
634 defines the second yoke, the yokes magnetically connecting the winding carrying paths and the return path.
[0163] The arrangement of the windings of the integrated magnetic component 602 is depicted in fig. 10a. The first
primary winding of the first LLC converter is split in a first primary winding part 620a.1 and a second primary winding
part 620a.2 and the second primary winding is split in a third primary winding part 620b.1 and a fourth primary winding
part 620b.2. The winding parts 620a.1 and 620a.2 of the first primary winding and the first secondary winding 621a are
arranged on the first winding carrying leg in a section between the third and the fourth yoke respectively the flange 632.1
of the second E-core and the flange 633.1 of the third E-core 633. The winding parts 620b.1 and 620b.2 of the second
primary winding and the second secondary winding 621b are arranged on the second winding carrying leg, also in a
section between the third and the fourth yoke respectively the flange 632.1 of the second E-core and the flange 633.1
of the third E-core 633.
[0164] The first choke winding is split in a first choke winding part 617a.1 and a second choke winding part 617a.2.
Said first choke winding part 617a.1 is arranged on a section of the first winding carrying leg which is situated between
the first yoke and the third yoke, and the second choke winding part 617a.2 is arranged on the first winding carrying leg
in a section between the fourth yoke and the second yoke.
[0165] Similarly, the second choke winding is split in a third choke winding part 617b.1 and a fourth choke winding
part 617b.2. Said third choke winding part 617b.1 is arranged on a section of the second winding carrying leg which is
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situated between the first yoke and the third yoke, and said second choke winding part 617b.2 is also arranged on the
second winding carrying leg, but on a section between the fourth yoke and the second yoke.
[0166] The second choke winding part 617a.2 is connected with one end to the first input of the first LLC converter
603.1a and with the other end to the second primary winding part 620a.2. In turn, the second primary winding part 620a.2
is connected with its other end to the series capacitor 607a of the first LLC converter and said series capacitor 607a
with its other end to the first primary winding part 620a. 1. The first primary winding part 620a.2 is connected with its
other end to the first choke winding part 617a.1, which itself is connected to the second input 603.2a of the first LLC
converter.
[0167] The fourth choke winding part 617b.2 is connected with one end to the first input 603.1b of the second LLC
converter and with the other end to the fourth primary winding part 620b.2. Said fourth primary winding part 620b.2 is
connected with its other end to the series capacitor 607b of the second LLC converter. The latter series capacitor 607b
is connected with the other end to the third primary winding part 620b.1, which on its turn is connected with the other
end to the third choke winding part 617b.1, which itself is connected to the second input 603.2b of the second LLC
converter.
[0168] The first secondary winding 621a is connected to the first output 608.1a and the second output 608.2a of the
first LLC converter and the second secondary winding 621b to the first output 608.1b and the second output 608.2b of
the second LLC converter.
[0169] Splitting the choke air gaps in the two smaller air gaps 616a and 616c respectively 616b and 616d reduces air
gap fringing and therefore air gap losses. In addition, by splitting the choke windings in two winding parts and by splitting
the primary windings in two parts, also the symmetry on the primary sides of the transformer can by increased, yielding
to a better performance of the magnetic component.
[0170] Fig. 11a shows a fourth embodiment of the invention including another variation of inventive integrated magnetic
component 702. Instead of defining the series (resonant) inductance of the first and the second LLC converter by providing
an extra closed magnetic flux path, the leakage flux is achieved by separating the primary winding and the secondary
winding of both transformers.
[0171] This embodiment comprises a first E-core 731 with a flange 731.1, a first outer leg 731.2, an inner leg 731.3
and a second outer leg 731.4, and a second E-core 732, with a flange 732.1, a first outer leg 732.2, an inner leg 732.3
and a second outer leg 732.4. The two E-cores 731 and 732 are abutting each other with their legs and form an 8-shaped
magnetic core structure. A first transformer air gap 719a is arranged between the first outer leg 731.2 of the first E-core
732 and the first outer leg 732.2 of the second E-core 732. A second transformer air gap 719b is arranged between the
second outer leg 731.4 of the first E-core 731 and the second outer leg 732.4 of the second E-core 732. No air gap is
provided in the magnetic path defined by the first inner leg 731.3 and the second inner 732.3. The flange 731.1 of the
first E-core 731 defines a first yoke and the flange 732.1 of the second E-core 732 defines a second yoke. The first outer
leg 731.2 of the first E-core 731, the first transformer air gap 719a and the first outer leg 732.2 of the second E-core 732
define the first winding carrying leg connecting the first and the second yoke. The second outer leg 731.4 of the first E-
core 731, the second transformer air gap 719b and the second outer leg 732.4 of the second E-core 732 define the
second winding carrying leg connecting the first and the second yoke in parallel to the first winding carrying leg. The
first inner leg 731.3 of the first E-core 731 and the inner leg 732.3 of the second E-core 732 define the return leg, also
connecting the first and the second yoke in parallel to the winding carrying legs, while being arranged in between them.
[0172] The primary winding of the first (second) LLC converter in split in a first (third) primary winding part 720a.1
(720b.1) and a second (fourth) primary winding part 720a.2 (720b.2), both winding parts being arranged on the first
(second) winding carrying leg. The first (second) series capacitor 707a (707b) of the first (second) LLC converter is
connecting the first (third) primary winding part 720a.1 (720b.1) and the second (fourth) primary winding part and 720a.2
(720b.2), the series connection of the first (third) primary winding part 720a.1 (720b.1), the first (second) series capacitor
707a (707b) and of the second (fourth) primary winding part 720a.2 (720b.1) is connected between the first input of the
first (second) LLC converter 703.1a (703.1b) and the second input of the first (second) LLC converter 703.2a (703.2b).
The first (second) secondary winding 721a (721b) of the first (second) LLC converter is also arranged on the first (second)
winding carrying leg, and is arranged between the first (third) primary winding part 720a.1 and the second (fourth) primary
winding part 720a.2 (720b.1 and 720b.2) and distanced from this first (third) primary winding part 720a.1 (720b.1) by a
first gap d1 and from this second (fourth) primary winding part 720a.2 (720b.2) by a second gap d2, wherein the first
and the second gap d1 and d2 are preferable equal.
[0173] By varying the gaps d1 and d2 between the primary winding parts and the secondary windings of each LLC
converter, a leakage inductance LlP which corresponds to the series inductances Lra or or Lrb at the primary side of the
LLC transformers can be defined, without requiring recurring to an additional choke winding and a separate choke flux
path as for instance the choke flux paths 150a and 150b according to fig. 5a.
[0174] While in this embodiment the gaps between the primary windings and the secondary windings are achieved
by laterally distancing the windings, the gap can also be achieved when using transformer windings which are concen-
trically arranged in respect to each other, by concentrically distancing the windings, as described below.
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[0175] Fig. 11b illustrates the reluctance model of the integrated magnetic component 702 according to fig. 11a.
[0176] The reluctance of the two flanges 731.1 and 732.1 of the E-cores 731 and 732 are considered to be identical
and each flange being represented by a flange reluctance RB.
[0177] The reluctance of the first respectively the second winding carrying leg, which includes the reluctance of the
first outer legs 732.2 and 733.2 respectively the reluctance of the second outer legs 732.4 and 733.4 and the reluctance
of the first transformer air gap 719a, respectively the reluctance of the second transformer air gap 719b, is modelled by
a series connection of a transformer primary reluctance RTCp and transformer secondary reluctance RTCs. The reluctance
of the return leg is modelled by a series connection of a primary return reluctance RTFp and secondary return reluctance
RTFs. The first and the second leakage inductance, both due to the gap between the primary winding and the secondary
winding of the respective LLC converter is considered by an air gap reluctance Rgap being connected to a tap between
the transformer primary reluctance RTCp and the transformer secondary reluctance RTCs of the respective winding
carrying leg and a tap between the primary return reluctance RTFp and the secondary return reluctance RTFs.
[0178] ip1 is the current through the first and second primary winding part 720a. 1 and 720a.2 and Np the winding
number of both winding parts. Ip2 is the current through the third and fourth primary winding parts 720b.1 and 720b.2,
Np is the winding number of both primary winding parts. Ns is the winding number of the secondary windings. Is1 is the
current through the first secondary winding 721a and Is2 is the current through the second secondary winding 721b.
BTp1 und BTp2 designate the flux densities of the magnetic fluxes through the transformer primary reluctances RTCp and
BS1 und BS2 the flux densities of the magnetic fluxes through the transformer secondary reluctances RTs1 and RTs2.
Likewise, BTFp und BTFs stand for the flux densities of the magnetic fluxes in the primary and the secondary return path
and BGap for the flux density of the magnetic flux due to the leakage flux caused by the gap between the primary and
the secondary windings of the transformer. BCs1, BCs2, BCp1, and BCp2 stand for the flux densities of the magnetic fluxes
in the flanges.
[0179] Fig 12 a and 12 b illustrate the calculation of the leakage inductance on the example of a simplified model of
a transformer.
[0180] Fig. 12a depicts a cross section of a rotationally symmetric, conventional wound transformer with the MMF
(Magneto Motif Force) curve. The primary winding 20 and the secondary winding 21 being arranged in a concentric
manner, where the primary winding 20 with the winding turn number N1 is wound around the secondary winding 21 with
the winding number N2, the gap between the primary winding and the secondary winding being hI
Fig. 12b illustrates a cross section of a rotationally symmetric planar transformer. The primary winding 20 and the
secondary winding 21 being arranged in parallel, the gap between the primary winding 20 and the secondary winding
21 being m hI.
[0181] The leakage inductance LlP for both transformer types at the primary side of the transformer can be calculated
using the following formula: 

[0182] Where Sk is the surface of winding or air gap, Irms,k its RMS current value, N1 is the primary turn number. hP,
hI, and hS are respectively height of the primary winding, of the gap between primary and secondary and of the height
of the secondary winding. MLTP, MLTI, and MLTS are the respective mean length turn. bW is the width of the windings
and m0 is the air permeability.
[0183] The separation respectively the gap between primary and secondary winding in order achieve leakage induct-
ance vary from 0.5mm to about 10mm depending on shape and size of the ferrite core used.
[0184] Fig. 13 depicts a power converter 801 which in many aspects similar to the power converter 101 depicted in
fig. 5a. However the power converter 801 integrates three interleaved LLC converters, which are preferable adapted for
interleaved operation with a phase shift of 120°. The power converter 801 comprises a first LLC resonant converter with
a first switching converter 811a, a first output rectifier 813a and a first resonant capacitor 807a, a second LLC resonant
converter with a second switching converter 811b, a second output rectifier 813b and a second resonant capacitor 807b
and a third LLC resonant converter with a third switching converter 811c, a third output rectifier 813c and a third resonant
capacitor 807c. The integrated magnetic component 802 of the power converter 801 includes a single magnetic core
structure 830 with three five- leg cores: A first W-core 831, a second W-core 832 and a third W-core 833. Each of the
W-cores comprises a flange and five legs which are arranged in parallel on a side of the flange. Said W-cores are
arranged in a similar manner as the E-cores of the magnetic core structure 130 according to fig. 5b: The first W- core
831 abuts the flange of the second E-core on the side opposite to the legs of the second W-core 832, said two W-cores
forming four choke winding windows. The legs of the second W-core 832 abut the legs of the third W-core 833, the
second and the third W-core 832 and 833 thus forming four transformer winding windows.
[0185] The two more legs of the W-cores 831, 832 and 833 in magnetic core structure 830 in comparison to the E-
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cores according to figs. 5a and 5b provide a third winding carrying leg 861c and a second return leg 860b. The first
return leg 860a is neighboured by the first winding carrying leg 861a and the second winding carrying leg 861b and the
second return leg 860b by the second winding carrying leg 861b. The flange of the first W-core 831 defines a first yoke,
the flange of the second W-core 832 a third yoke and the flange of the third W-core defines the second yoke, the yokes
magnetically interconnecting the three winding carrying legs (N=3) and the two return legs.
[0186] The primary and the secondary windings of the first two LLC transformers are arranged in a similar manner as
in the embodiment according to fig. 5a, namely on the transformer section of the first respectively the second winding
carrying leg, between the third yoke and the second yoke. The choke windings are arranged on the respective choke
sections of the winding carrying between the first yoke and the third yoke.
[0187] The integrated magnetic component 830 comprises a third primary winding 820c, which is split two primary
winding parts, a third secondary winding 821c and a third choke winding 817c, which are arranged in a similar manner
on the third winding carrying leg as the corresponding windings of the first and the second LLC converter on their
respective legs, the transformer windings being arranged on transformer sections of the winding carrying legs, whereas
the choke winding being arranged on the choke winding section.
[0188] The choke air gaps 816 and the transformer air gaps 819 are all arranged on the winding carrying legs. Hereby
the choke air gaps are arranged between the outer legs of the first W-core 831 and the third yoke and between the
middle leg of the first W-core 831 and the third yoke. The return legs are gap free. The transformer gaps are arranged
between the outer legs of the second W-core 831 and the third W-core 832 and between the middle legs of the second
W-core 832 and the third W-core 833. The return legs are gap free.
[0189] The integrated magnetic component 802 further comprises two inputs for every LLC converter and two outputs
for every LLC converter.
[0190] Fig. 14 shows a power converter 901 with three LLC converters, each having a switching converter 911, an
output rectifier 913 and a series capacitor 907. The integrated magnetic component 902 of this embodiment integrates
all magnetic components of the three LLC converters and includes three transformers with primary and secondary
windings and three choke windings. The integrated magnetic component 902 is similar to the integrated magnetic
component 802 according to fig. 13, but combines a fourth W-core similar as the embodiment of fig. 10a combines the
magnetic core structure according to fig. 5b with a fourth E-core. Adding of a fourth W-core 934 allows splitting the choke
air gap of every LLC converter into a first choke air gap 916.1 and a second choke air gap 916.2 and the choke windings
into a first choke winding part 917.1 and a second choke winding part 917.2. Also similar to the embodiment according
to fig. 10, also in this embodiment the primary windings are split in a first primary winding part 920.1 and a second
primary winding part 920.2.
[0191] The magnetic core structure 930 of the integrated magnetic component 902 comprises three winding carrying
legs and two return legs, wherein each return leg is neighboured by two winding carrying legs. Each winding carrying
leg comprises a transformer section where the transformer windings are wound and which includes a transformer air
gap 919. It also includes a first and a second choke section. The first choke section carries the first choke winding part
916.1 and includes the first choke air gap 916.1 and the second choke section carries the second choke winding part
916.2 and includes the second choke air gap 916.2, similar as presented in the description of fig. 10a. The winding
carrying legs and the return leg, all legs being arranged in parallel, are interconnected by four parallel magnetic paths:
a first and a second path are constituted by a first and a second yoke, being defined by the flanges of the first W-core
931 and the fourth W-core 934. A third path is provided by a third yoke, being defined by the flange of the second W-
core 932, and a fourth path is provided by a fourth yoke, being defined the flange of the third W-core 933. No air gap is
provided on the return legs.
[0192] Splitting the choke air gaps in two smaller air gaps reduces air gap fringing and therefore air gap losses. In
addition, by splitting the choke windings in two winding parts and also by splitting the primary windings in two parts, also
the symmetry on the primary sides of the transformer can by increased, yielding to a better performance of the magnetic
component.
[0193] Fig. 15 is an illustration of a further power converter 1001 which integrates three interleaved LLC converters
which are preferable adapted for interleaved operation with a phase shift of 120°. The power converter 1001 comprises
for each of the three LLC resonant converter a switching converter 1011, an output rectifier 1013 and a resonant capacitor
1007, a first and a second input and a first and a second output. The power converter 1001 further comprises a single
integrated magnetic component 1002. The integrated magnetic component 1002 implements all magnetic components
of the three LLC converters and includes a single magnetic core structure 1030 which comprises two five-leg cores: A
first W-core 1031 and second W-core 1032, both W-cores comprising a flange and five legs which are arranged in
parallel on a side of the flange. Said W-cores are arranged in a similar manner as the E-cores of the magnetic core
structure 730 according to fig. 11a: The legs of the first W-core 1031 abut the legs of the second W-core 1032, the first
and the second W-core 1031 and 1032 thus forming four transformer winding windows.
[0194] The magnetic core structure 1030 of the integrated magnetic component 1002 comprises three winding carrying
legs and two return legs, wherein each return leg is neighboured by two winding carrying legs. The winding carrying
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legs are formed by the two abutting legs of the W-cores, one of the first W-core 1031 and the other one of the second
W-core 1032, and a transformer air gap 1019 being arranged between the two abutting legs. The return legs are essentially
air gap free.
[0195] The integrated magnetic component 1002 comprises for each of the three LLC converter a primary winding
and secondary winding, defining the magnetic components of the respective LLC converter.
[0196] Each primary winding is wound on one of the winding carrying legs, wherein the primary windings are split in
a first primary winding part and a second primary winding part. For each LLC converter the series capacitor 1007 of the
respective LLC converter is arranged to connect the first and the second primary winding part. The secondary winding
of the respective LLC converter is arranged on the same winding carrying leg, in between the first and the second primary
winding part and distanced from the first primary winding part by a first gap d1 and from this second primary winding
part by a second gap d2, wherein the first and the second gap d1 and d2 are preferable equal.
[0197] By varying the gap between the primary winding parts and the secondary winding parts of a LLC converter, a
leakage inductance LIP respectively the series inductance at the primary side of the LLC transformers can be defined,
without requiring recurring to choke winding and a separate choke flux path, for instance by the approximation method
described in relation figs. 12a and 12b.
[0198] The integrated component according to fig. 15 is similar to the integrated magnetic component depicted in fig.
11a, with the difference that the integrated magnetic component is extended by two additional legs for implementing a
third LLC converter. It is to be mentioned, that the component can be extended by further legs in order to implement
more than three LLC converters.
[0199] Fig. 16 illustrates the reluctance model of the integrated magnetic component 1002 according to fig. 16.
[0200] The reluctance of the flange section between the winding carrying legs and the return legs are considered to
be identical and each flange section being represented by a flange reluctance RB.
[0201] The reluctance of the winding carrying leg, which includes the reluctance of the abutting legs of the W-cores
1031 and 1032 and the reluctance of the respective transformer air gap 1019, is modelled by a series connections of a
transformer primary reluctance RTCp and transformer secondary reluctance RTCs, in accordance to the model of the
integrated magnetic component 702 depicted in fig. 11b, as the legs of this component are identical. Hence, the reluctance
of the return leg is likewise modelled by a series connection of a primary return reluctance RTFp and a secondary return
reluctance RTFs. The leakage inductance, both due to the gap between the primary winding and the secondary winding
of the respective LLC converter is considered by an air gap reluctance Rgap being connected to a tap on the respective
winding carrying leg between the transformer primary reluctance RTCp and the transformer secondary reluctance RTCs
and a tap between the primary return reluctance RTFp and the secondary return reluctance RTFs of the return leg, being
arranged adjacent to the respective winding carrying leg.
[0202] ip1 .. ip3 are the currents through the primary winding parts of a respective LLC converter and Np the winding
turn number of both primary winding parts, said winding turn number being the sum of the winding turns of both winding
parts.
[0203] iS1 .. iS3 are the currents through the second secondary windings of the respective LLC converters. NS is the
winding turn number of the secondary windings. BTp1, BTp2 and BTp3 designate the magnetic flux densities in the core
section where the primary windings are arranged, BS1, BS2 and BS2 the magnetic flux densities in the core section where
the secondary windings are arranged. BTFp1 und BTPp3 designate the flux densities in the return paths and BGap 1, BGap2,
BGap 21 and BGap22 the flux densities due to the leakage flux caused by the gaps between the primary and the secondary
windings of the transformer. BCp1, BCp21, BCp22, BCp3, BCs1 BCs21, BCs22,, BCs3, stand for the flux densities in the flanges.
[0204] In summary, it is to be noted that the invention creates an integrated magnetic component converter including
N >= 2 LLC converters configured for interleaved operation with a reduced size, reduced losses, less stray inductances
and amelioration of transient characteristics. The invention also creates a power converter including the integrated
magnetic component according to the invention.

Claims

1. Integrated magnetic component (102) for a power converter including N >= 2 LLC converters configured for inter-
leaved operation, said integrated magnetic component (102) includes

a) a first yoke (131.1), a second yoke (133.1) and a third yoke (132.1),
b) for each LLC converter a winding carrying leg,
c) wherein the third yoke (132.1) is arranged between the first and the second yoke (131.1, 133.1) dividing each
winding carrying leg in a transformer section and a first choke section,
d) wherein each transformer section comprises a transformer air gap (119a, 119b), a primary winding (120a,
120b) and a secondary winding (121a, 121b), the primary winding (120a, 120b) and the secondary winding
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(121a, 121b) being wound on the respective winding carrying leg,
e) wherein each first choke section of each winding carrying leg comprises a first choke air gap (116a, 116b)
and a first choke winding (117a, 117b) for defining a first series inductance of a first series inductor of a LLC
converter,
f) the integrated magnetic component (102) further includes one or more return legs,
g) wherein the winding carrying legs and the one or more return legs are arranged side by side, each leg being
magnetically connected to the first yoke (131.1) and the second yoke (133.1), wherein the at least one return
leg is air gap free and
h) wherein at least one return leg is arranged between two winding carrying legs.

2. Integrated magnetic component (102) according to claim 1, comprising N-1 return legs where the winding carrying
legs and the return legs are arranged side by side alternatingly.

3. Integrated magnetic component (102) according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the integrated magnetic component (102)
is formed by a plurality of stacked core elements (131, 132, 133), wherein the stacked core elements (131, 132,
133) are either multi-leg core elements or I-cores.

4. Integrated magnetic component (102) according to any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the plurality of stacked core elements
(131, 132, 133) comprises three multi-leg core elements or two multi-leg core elements and one I-core.

5. Integrated magnetic component (602) according to any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the integrated magnetic component
(602) further comprises

a) a fourth yoke (633.1) dividing each transformer section in a second choke section and a sub-transformer
section,
b) the second choke section of each winding carrying leg comprising a second choke air gap (616c, 616d) and
a second choke winding (617a.2, 617b.2) for defining a second series inductance of a second series inductor
of a LLC converter,
c) the sub-transformer section comprising the transformer air gap (619a, 619b) and the primary and the secondary
winding (620a, 620b, 621a, 621b).

6. Integrated magnetic component (602) according to claim 5, wherein the plurality of stacked core elements (631,
632, 633, 634) comprises four multi-leg core elements or three multi-leg core elements and one I-core.

7. Integrated magnetic component (102) according to any of claims 1 to 6, wherein the first choke winding (117a, 117b)
of an LLC converter and the primary winding (120a, 120b) of the same LLC converter are realized with a single
wire, the winding (117a, 117b) of said first choke winding (117a, 117b) and the winding of said primary winding
(120a, 120b) being connected in series by said single wire.

8. Integrated magnetic component (202) according to any of claims 1 to 7 wherein the first choke winding (217a, 217b)
of an LLC converter is wound on a winding carrying leg different from the winding carrying leg, where the primary
winding (220a, 220b) and the secondary winding (221a, 221b) of the same LLC converter are wound, the winding
of said first choke winding (217a, 217b) and the winding of said primary winding (220a, 220b) being connected in
series.

9. Integrated magnetic component (102) according to any of the claims 1 to 8, wherein N = 2.

10. The integrated magnetic component (102) according to claim 9, wherein the multi-leg core elements (131, 132, 133)
are E-cores.

11. Integrated magnetic component (802) according to any of the claims 1 to 9, wherein N =3.

12. Integrated magnetic component (102) according to any of the precedent claims, wherein the transformer air gap
(319a, 319b) of the winding carrying leg is arranged between a leg (333.2, 333.4) of a core element and a flange
(332.1) of a core element or between two legs (132.2, 133.2, 132.4, 133.4) of core elements which are abutting
each other with their legs (132.2, 133.2, 132.4, 133.4).

13. Integrated magnetic component (602) according to any of the precedent claims, wherein the primary windings are
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split in a first primary winding part (620a.1, 620b.1) and a second primary winding part (620a.2, 620b.2).

14. Power converter (101) including a switching converter stage (111a, 111b), a rectifier stage (113a, 113b) and a
resonant stage, the resonant stage including N >=2 parallel LLC converters wherein a transformer, a parallel inductor
and a series inductor of the LLC converters are formed by an integrated magnetic component (102) according to
any one of the precedent claims.

15. Power converter according (101) to claim 14, wherein N=2 or N=3.

Patentansprüche

1. Integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (102) für einen Leistungswandler, der N >= 2 LLC-Wandler aufweist, die für einen
überlappenden Betrieb konfiguriert sind, wobei das integrierte magnetische Bauteil (102) aufweist:

a) ein erstes Joch (131.1), ein zweites Joch (133.1) und ein drittes Joch (132.1),
b) einen wicklungstragenden Zweig für jeden LLC-Wandler,
c) wobei das dritte Joch (132.1) zwischen dem ersten und dem zweiten Joch (131.1, 133.1) angeordnet ist und
jeden wicklungstragenden Zweig in einen Transformatorabschnitt und einen ersten Drosselabschnitt teilt,
d) wobei jeder Transformatorabschnitt einen Transformatorluftspalt (119a, 119b), eine Primärwicklung (120a,
120b) und eine Sekundärwicklung (121a, 121b) umfasst, wobei die Primärwicklung (120a, 120b) und die Se-
kundärwicklung (121a, 121b) auf den entsprechenden wicklungstragenden Zweig gewickelt sind,
e) wobei jeder erste Drosselabschnitt des wicklungstragenden Zweigs einen ersten Drosselluftspalt (116a,
116b) und eine erste Drosselwicklung (117a, 117b) zum Definieren einer ersten Reiheninduktivität eines ersten
Reiheninduktors eines LLC-Wandlers umfasst,
f) wobei das integrierte magnetische Bauteil (102) außerdem einen oder mehrere Rückführungszweige aufweist,
g) wobei die wicklungstragenden Zweige und der eine oder die mehreren Rückführungszweige nebeneinander
angeordnet sind, wobei jeder Zweig mit dem ersten Joch (131.1) und dem zweiten Joch (133.1) magnetisch
verbunden ist, wobei der mindestens eine Rückführungszweig luftspaltfrei ist, und
h) wobei mindestens ein Rückführungszweig zwischen zwei wicklungstragenden Zweigen angeordnet ist.

2. Integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (102) nach Anspruch 1, das N - 1 Rückführungszweige umfasst, wobei die wick-
lungstragenden Zweige und die Rückführungszweige abwechselnd nebeneinander angeordnet sind.

3. Integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (102) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das integrierte magnetische Bauteil (102)
aus einer Mehrzahl von gestapelten Kernelementen (131, 132, 133) gebildet ist, wobei die gestapelten Kernelemente
(131, 132, 133) entweder Mehrzweigkernelemente oder I-Kerne sind.

4. Integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (102) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei die Mehrzahl von gestapelten
Kernelementen (131, 132, 133) drei Mehrzweigkernelemente oder zwei Mehrzweigkernelemente und einen I-Kern
umfasst.

5. Integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (602) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei das integrierte magnetische
Bauteil (602) außerdem umfasst:

a) ein viertes Joch (633.1), das jeden Transformatorabschnitt in einen zweiten Drosselabschnitt und einen
Teiltransformatorabschnitt teilt,
b) wobei der zweite Drosselabschnitt von jedem wicklungstragenden Zweig einen zweiten Drosselluftspalt
(616c, 616d) und eine zweite Drosselwicklung (617a.2, 617b.2) zum Definieren einer zweiten Reiheninduktivität
eines zweiten Reiheninduktors eines LLC-Wandlers umfasst,
c) wobei der Teiltransformatorabschnitt den Transformatorluftspalt (619a, 619b) und die Primär- und die Se-
kundärwicklung (620a, 620b, 621a, 621b) umfasst.

6. Integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (602) nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Mehrzahl von gestapelten Kernelementen (631,
632, 633, 634) vier Mehrzweigkernelemente oder drei Mehrzweigkernelemente und einen I-Kern umfasst.

7. Integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (102) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei die erste Drosselwicklung (117a,
117b) eines LLC-Wandlers und die Primärwicklung (120a, 120b) desselben LLC-Wandlers mit einem einzigen Draht
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ausgeführt sind, wobei die Wicklung (117a, 117b) der ersten Drosselwicklung (117a, 117b) und die Wicklung der
Primärwicklung (120a, 120b) durch den einzigen Draht in Reihe geschaltet sind.

8. Integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (202) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wobei die erste Drosselwicklung (217a,
217b) eines LLC-Wandlers auf einen wicklungstragenden Zweig gewickelt ist, der verschieden von dem wicklungs-
tragenden Zweig ist, auf den die Primärwicklung (220a, 220b) und die Sekundärwicklung (221a, 221b) desselben
LLC-Wandlers gewickelt sind, wobei die Wicklung der ersten Drosselwicklung (217a, 217b) und die Wicklung der
Primärwicklung (220a, 220b) in Reihe geschaltet sind.

9. Integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (102) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, wobei N = 2 ist.

10. Integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (102) nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Mehrzweigkernelemente (131, 132, 133) E-
Kerne sind.

11. Integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (802) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, wobei N = 3 ist.

12. Integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (102) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Transformator-
luftspalt (319a, 319b) des wicklungstragenden Zweigs angeordnet ist zwischen einem Zweig (333.2, 333.4) eines
Kernelements und einem Flansch (332.1) eines Kernelements oder zwischen zwei Zweigen (132.2, 133.2, 132.4,
133.4) von Kernelementen, die mit ihren Zweigen (132.2, 133.2, 132.4, 133.4) aneinanderstoßen.

13. Integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (602) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Primärwicklungen
in einen ersten Primärwicklungsteil (620a.1, 620b.1) und einen zweiten Primärwicklungsteil (620a.2, 620b.2) auf-
geteilt sind.

14. Leistungswandler (101), der eine Schaltwandlerstufe (111a, 111b), eine Gleichrichterstufe (113a, 113b) und eine
Resonanzstufe aufweist, wobei die Resonanzstufe N >= 2 parallele LLC-Wandler aufweist, wobei ein Transformator,
ein paralleler Induktor und ein Reiheninduktor der LLC-Wandler durch ein integriertes magnetisches Bauteil (102)
nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche gebildet werden.

15. Leistungswandler (101) nach Anspruch 14, wobei N = 2 oder N = 3 ist.

Revendications

1. Composant magnétique intégré (102) pour un convertisseur de puissance comprenant N ≥ 2 convertisseurs LLC
configurés pour un fonctionnement entrelacé, ledit composant magnétique intégré (102) comprenant :

a) une première culasse (131.1), une deuxième culasse (133.1) et une troisième culasse (132.1),
b) pour chaque convertisseur LLC, une branche porteuse d’enroulement,
c) la troisième culasse (132.1) étant agencée entre la première et la deuxième culasse (131.1, 133.1), divisant
chaque branche porteuse d’enroulement en une section de transformateur et une première section de bobine,
d) chaque section de transformateur comprenant un entrefer de transformateur (119a, 119b), un enroulement
primaire (120a, 120b) et un enroulement secondaire (121a, 121b), l’enroulement primaire (120a, 120b) et
l’enroulement secondaire (121a, 121b) étant enroulés sur la branche porteuse d’enroulement respective,
e) chaque première section de bobine de chaque branche porteuse d’enroulement comprenant un premier
entrefer de bobine (116a, 116b) et un premier enroulement de bobine (117a, 117b) pour définir une première
inductance série d’une première bobine d’induction série d’un convertisseur LLC,
f) le composant magnétique intégré (102) comprenant en outre une ou plusieurs branches de retour,
g) les branches porteuses d’enroulement et la ou les branches de retour étant agencées côte à côte, chaque
branche étant reliée magnétiquement à la première culasse (131.1) et à la deuxième culasse (133.1), l’au moins
une branche de retour étant sans entrefer et
h) au moins une branche de retour étant agencée entre deux branches porteuses d’enroulement.

2. Composant magnétique intégré (102) selon la revendication 1, comprenant N-1 branches de retour les branches
porteuses d’enroulement et les branches de retour étant agencées côte à côte en alternance.

3. Composant magnétique intégré (102) selon la revendication 1 ou 2, le composant magnétique intégré (102) étant
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formé par une pluralité d’éléments de noyau empilés (131, 132, 133), les éléments de noyau empilés (131, 132,
133) étant soit des éléments de noyau à plusieurs branches, soit des noyaux en I.

4. Composant magnétique intégré (102) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, la pluralité d’éléments de
noyau empilés (131, 132, 133) comprenant trois éléments de noyau à plusieurs branches ou deux éléments de
noyau à plusieurs branches et un noyau en I.

5. Composant magnétique intégré (602) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, le composant magnétique
intégré (602) comprenant en outre

a) une quatrième culasse (633.1) divisant chaque section de transformateur en une deuxième section de bobine
et une section de sous-transformateur,
b) la deuxième section de la bobine de chaque branche porteuse d’enroulement comprenant un deuxième
entrefer de bobine (616c, 616d) et un deuxième enroulement de bobine (617a.2, 617b.2) pour définir une
deuxième inductance série d’une deuxième bobine d’induction série d’un convertisseur LLC,
c) la section de sous-transformateur comprenant l’entrefer du transformateur (619a, 619b) et les enroulements
primaire et secondaire (620a, 620b, 621a, 621b).

6. Composant magnétique intégré (602) selon la revendication 5, la pluralité d’éléments de noyau empilés (631, 632,
633, 634) comprenant quatre éléments de noyau à plusieurs branches ou trois éléments de noyau à plusieurs
branches et un noyau en I.

7. Composant magnétique intégré (102) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, le premier enroulement de
bobine (117a, 117b) d’un convertisseur LLC et l’enroulement primaire (120a, 120b) du même convertisseur LLC
étant réalisés avec un seul fil, l’enroulement (117a, 117b) dudit premier enroulement de bobine (117a, 117b) et
l’enroulement dudit enroulement primaire (120a, 120b) étant connectés en série par ledit seul fil.

8. Composant magnétique intégré (202) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7, le premier enroulement de
bobine (217a, 217b) d’un convertisseur LLC étant enroulé sur une branche porteuse d’enroulement différente de
la branche porteuse d’enroulement, l’enroulement primaire (220a, 220b) et l’enroulement secondaire (221a, 221b)
du même convertisseur LLC étant enroulés, l’enroulement dudit premier enroulement de bobine (217a, 217b) et
l’enroulement dudit enroulement primaire (220a, 220b) étant connectés en série.

9. Composant magnétique intégré (102) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8, avec N = 2.

10. Composant magnétique intégré (102) selon la revendication 9, les éléments de noyau à plusieurs branches (131,
132, 133) étant des noyaux E.

11. Composant magnétique intégré (802) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, avec N = 3.

12. Composant magnétique intégré (102) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, l’entrefer de trans-
formateur (319a, 319b) de la branche porteuse d’enroulement étant agencé entre une branche (333.2, 333.4) d’un
élément de noyau et une bride (332.1) d’un élément de noyau ou entre deux branches (132.2, 133.2, 132.4, 133.4)
d’éléments de noyau qui sont en butée l’une contre l’autre avec leurs branches (132.2, 133.2, 132.4, 133.4).

13. Composant magnétique intégré (602) selon une quelconque des revendications précédentes, les enroulements
primaires étant divisés en une première partie d’enroulement primaire (620a.1, 620b.1) et une seconde partie
d’enroulement primaire (620a.2, 620b.2).

14. Convertisseur de puissance (101) comprenant un étage de convertisseur de commutation (111a, 111b), un étage
de redresseur (113a, 113b) et un étage résonant, l’étage résonant comprenant N ≥ 2 convertisseurs LLC en parallèle,
un transformateur, une bobine d’induction en parallèle et une bobine d’induction en série des convertisseurs LLC
étant formés par un composant magnétique intégré (102) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes.

15. Convertisseur de puissance (101) selon la revendication 14, avec N=2 ou N=3.
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